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LI.--The Boa- Oonstrictors qf British Guiana. 
By J .  J .  QUELOrT, B.Sc. Lend., C.M.Z.S.* 

THESE reptiles possess a somewhat special interest for rest- 
denis in tropical America~ seeing that they are at once a pest 
and a pest-destroyer in the general economy of nature. The 
term boa-constrlctor in common parlance is applied to any 
snake that secures its prey by enwrapping and crushing it to 
death, and it is more fi'equently used perhaps to denote the 
great pythons of Asia and Aft'lea than the constricting snakes 
of tropical America~ to one species of whichwthe great land- 
boa--in a strict system of nomenclature the name rightly 
belongs. The Boas are thus typically the constrictors of the 
New World, though they are not confined to it. 

Locally the word Camoodie is synonymous with boa-con- 
stricter, and the various species are denoted by such terms 
as Water-Camoodie, Land-Camoodie, Tree-Camoodie, &c. 
Generally, however~ the water species is referred to particu- 
larly as Camoodi% this being tile commonest~ or~ at any rate, 
that one which is found most frequently, close to the haunts 
of man ; and as it is also the largest, it has come to figure in 
the public mind as the typical boa-constrictor, in place of its 
land congener~ to which the name belongs. 

This group of snakes will readily be recognized here by two 
very simple characters. The jaws are long and carry each a 
series of more or less curved and elongated teeth~ and the top 
of the head is covered with small scales of much the same 
size as those over the body, and not with the larger shields or 
plates met with in the harmless snakes. 

Of all the species the water-boa, which is known techni- 
cally as Euvtectes wurinus, will be most easily recognized. 
Its markings and colour are nearly the same in all individuals 
and at all ages. Above~ it is of a glossy brownish black, with 
a double row of" large oval black marks arranged transversely ; 
below~ it is mottled or streaked with black and yellowish 
white ; while along each side there is a series of yellow patches 
surrounded by a black border. 

During life the tints are vivid enough, but when the snake 
is preserved and the skin taken from the body and dried the 
colours become dull. The skins~ however, are in great request 
for slippers~ belts~ pouches~ and other similar useful or orna- 
mental objects. 

* From ' Timehri : the Journal of the Royal Agricultural and Com- 
mercial Society of Brit'sh Guiana,' December 1897t pp. 294-313. 
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Boa- Gonstr~ctors of Brltlsh Guiana. 297 

In size this water-boa seems to exceed all other snakes, and 
it would appear to be more deserving of the ancient name 
Anaconda than the Eastern forms to which it was first applied. 
]n fact, it may be said that the name is almost limited nowa- 
days to this tropical American species. The length is known 
to reach quite 37 feet~ but it is said that much larger speci- 
mens }lave been taken. On this pcint~ however, it is hardly 
safe to express an opinion, since unless definite measurements 
are made, the estimate of size can be of little value. 

A case in point~ which would suggest caution in accepting 
the great lengths ascribed to certain animals, may be quoted 
fi'om the writer's experience as regards the large Black Alli- 
gator locally known as Caiman (Alligator m:qer). The length 
of this form is given by various travellers in the colony, as, 
for instance, by both Brown and Schomburgk~ as from 20 to 
25 feet, Waterton even recording 30 feet; but there is no 
statement of actual measurement. In the writer's experience 
the largest forms of this species, taken in the very districts 
referred to by the forementioned travellers, hardly exceeded 
14 feet, though when seen in tile water they appeared to be 
considerably larger. A similar example may be found in the 
great Arapaima fish (Arapaima g~qas)~ which is recorded as 
from 16 to 18 feet in lengtl b while in reality they hardly 
attain to more than half that size. Actual measurement is 
requisite in all such cases. 

~kins of the water-boa of from 18 to 25 feet in Iength are 
frequently obtained, and in the sheltered swamps and along 
the creeks in the recesses of the forests it may well be that 
considerably larger animals would be met with. The 
following experience along the higher Essequibo River tends 
to support this. In 1894~ while passing by a wide outgroxth 
of closely matted grass from the swampy bank, the boat 
disturbed an enormous snake~ of which the head, neck~ and 
part of the body were clearly seen at a distance of certainly 
not more than 5 feet. It was noticeable that the head was 
considerably morc than twice as large as that of one of about 
:~0 feet, and this seems to indicate a snake of very large pro- 
portions. The untbrtunate part of the matter is that snakes 
of very great size are most likely to be seen in places where 
it is out of the question to secure them~ as it happened in this 
particular case. 

The body of the water-boas is thick in proportion to its 
length and cylindrical~ owing to the strongly developed dorsal 
muscles from which they derive their great strength. The 
males~ as a rul% are more elongatedj and the females thicker 
towards the end of the body. In this species~ as in the other 
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298 Mr. J. J .  Quelch on the 

constrictors, rudiments of hind limbs are found in tile form of 
claws~ one on each side of the vent. 

These snakes are aquatic, and frequent especially the grassy 
and sheltered banks in the still reaches of the streams and the 
wide open water-savannahs. They are widely distributed in 
all such places over the colony, and are abundant in all the 
coast districts, more especially in the sheltered waterways 
close to settlements in the country where poultry is reared. 
Small specimens up to about 10 feet in length are very fre- 
quently caught in such shallow waters, and larger specimens 
are met with occasionally lying on the grass or tree-stumps 
by the waterside, or in the act of constricting or swallowing 
their prey, when they seem, as a rule, altogether disinclined 
to move, except so far as the contortion of their body for 
swallowing is concerned. 

It is mentioned~ on apparently good evident% that after 
having swallowed an animal of large size these creatures lie 
torpid, and are incapable of escaping if disturbed .: but to the 
writer's knowledge no such case has ever been met with in 
the colony, and it may be doubted whether snakes that were 
big enough to take in large animals would be afterwards 
incapable of movement, the more especially that they are 
little likely to be far away from the moist bank of some 
waterway. 

From the habitat of these reptiles it is not difficult to see 
that they are well situated for securing their food. From the 
abundance of creatures that slake their thirst by the waterside, 
the boas are able to secure all that they need, and they cer- 
tainly make good use of their opportunities, for when caught 
they are always well-nourished and fat. Rodents and birds 
seem to be favourite articles of diet, not only with this 
species, but with the generality, if not all~ of the constricting 
snakes. 

The part which these and kindred reptiles play in main- 
taining the balance of nature in a group of such remarkable 
fecundity as the rodents must be therefore of considerable 
importance to man in the tropics, the more so that the greater 
number of rodents are among the most serious depredators on 
cultivation in general. 

I t  must be stated, however, that the range of food of the 
boas includes a great variety of other animals~ such as the 
great Salempenta or Teguexin lizards and the alligators, 
besides the smaller mammals generally, and even the small 
wood-deer and the peccary. The securing of prey such as 
the mammals or birds is ordinarily an operation of short 
duration~ since the highly organized animal, being once ¢n- 
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wrapped, succumbs rapidly under the enormous pressure of 
the folds about its body. It is not often therefore that an 
observer comes upon the field during the process, except when 
poultry has been seized close to a dwelling and their cries 
have attracted the attention of the inmates. 

In the case of the alligators it is far otherwis% and the 
process is always a long one, taking on the character of a 
combat, except" where the snake is disproportionately large. 
In one case observed the contest certainly extended over two 
days ; and it would seem that, if the snake once succeeds in 
iniblding the alligator in its coils in an advantageous position, 
the latter must succumb, the result being only a matter of 
time depending on their relative size. 

In all the cases observed the contests took place in the 
grass-covered swamp or marsh by the riversid% the alligator 
struggling fiercely with headj legs, and tail, turning about~ 
]leaving and wriggling~ in a vain endeavour to cast off the 
boa. It is remarkable that, even when the alligator is of a 
size such that it might by wriggling reach the deeper water, 
it seems to avoid it~ perhaps from the recognition that in the 
water, where they would both sink to the bottom~ its chances 
of holding out under the pressure of the snake's folds would 
be lessened. 

On land the continuance of the struggle depends on the 
crushing power of the boa and the resistance of the alligator, 
dependent on its size, to suffocation--a process that in these 
mixed-blooded creatures is only effecte~l with considerable 
difficulty. Possibly cases may occur where a small boa 
attempts the impossible~ and has eventually to abandon it ; 
but in those that have been under observation the sizes have 
been such that, while by means of the head, tail, and toes the 
alligators have been able to toss and wriggle about to a greater 
or less extent, they were evidently ~ander stress of partial 
suffocation. For long intervals they would remain perfectly 
still~ perhaps from collapse, or with the expectation that the 
boas might consider them dead and proceed to unfold them ; 
and then again they would struggle furiously, but equally to 
no effect. 

I t  is a curious thing that under such circumstances a boa 
will allow of quite close approach without its attempting to 
escape or attack if interfered with~ and~ in fact~ the same 
thing takes place where poultry has been seized and is still in 
the coils. Disturbance only causes the snake to bind its folds 
tighter about its prey~ as if to prevent its eseap% and the 
reptile can be easily killed--the only compensation in the case 
of the poultry. 
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In isolated country settlements where there are quiet water- 
ways with grassy or bushy banks, the water-boas become a 
serious nuisance, and cause considerable loss of poultry; and 
if there happen to be no open spaces, except the dams along 
the waterside, where the birds are constantly liable to be 
seized, the keeping of poultry may be quite an impossibility. 

These snakes, and in fact the boas generally, thrive well in 
confinement in the tropics, and if they be kept regularly sup- 
plied with water and food they can be handled with impunity 
at ahnost any time except during sloughing, when they are 
apt to be irritable. The water should be sufficient to allow 
them to immerse themselves entirely. Their growth is by 
no means slow, a small specimen of less than 4 feet, fed on a 
diet of r a t snof  which they are very fond--having reached a 
length of nearly 10 feet, with proportionate thickness, in about 
six years. 

Occasionally a specimen refuses to take food, and it is 
surprising for how long a time they are able to exist without 
feeding, and with but little apparent decrease in size, if any. 
A specimen kept in a narrow-meshed wire cage in the 
biuseum some years back refused to eat for nineteen months, 
though it would lie in the water for long intervals; and it 
seemed at the end of the time to be about as plump as it had 
been before. Here there was no chance of food being obtained 
surreptitiously, for the small meshes prevented even a mouse 
from penetrating inside, and the cage was always under lock 
and key. Cases of even longer intervals are mentioned as 
having occurred, but it does not appear that the element of 
chance feeding was eliminated. 

With but two exceptions, in an experience of ten years 
with several dozens of boas of different species, living food 
(rats) had always to be given to them ; and if this seems a 
cruel proceeding at first sight, one has only to be reminded 
that it is about the quickest way of destroying the rats--  
certainly quicker than drowning them oneself or allowing 
one's dogs to kill them. The sentimental picture of these 
creatures trembling with fear under the dreadful fascination 
of the snakes is but a figment of the imagination. After an 
experience of many years with a very large number of South- 
American snakes--poisonous, constricting, and harmless--in 
relation to living animals--mammals, birds~ and other creatures 
--both in confinement and in open nature, the writer knows 
of no single fact, nor has come in contact with any observer 
who can produce any fact, supporting the so-called fascination 
of animals by snakes. That certain animals may become 
absolutely paralyzed by fear and incapable of movement at 
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Boa- Constr(clors of Britlsh Guiana. 301 

the sight of a snake's approach is in no case different from 
the corresponding manifestation of profound fear and collapse 
on tile part of many animals in the presence of extreme 
danger. 

In the case of rats~ at any rate~ there is not only no sign of 
any such fear ; but they even appear to be more than callous~ 
often attacking and badly biting the snakes if the latter be not 
hungry, and rendering their removal necessary. 

The instances of the two snakes--one a land-boa and the 
other a water-boa--naturally eating dead animals placed in 
their cages appear to be quite exceptional, for in other speci- 
mens such consumption was only brought about by strategy. 

Properly fed and taken care of the water-boa and the land- 
boa also become extremely quiet and gentle--perhaps, more 
truly~ sluggi~hmino their .m°vements'~ and. a larger specimen of 
the former~ over 20 feet m lengtl b mamfested in confinement 
not the slightest inelination~ nor made the slightest attempt~ 
to attack when disturbed, or even when quietly handled. 
These reptiles are nocturnal in their habits~ and when they 
have the chance seek out dark corners in which to shelter 
themselves fi'om the light. 

When these snakes have become accustomed to a special 
diet~ such as rats~ for instance, they seem at times to neglect~ 
even when they are in want of food~ other creatures that at 
first they would have seized upon at once. Thus a large 
Salempenta or Teguexin lizard has remained for years in a 
cage with a water-boa~ unmolested, even when the latter has 
been hungry~ and has taken four large rats in succession. 

I t  is a common belief that the boas lubricate their prey 
before swallowing it. There is really not the slightest 
ibundation for the belief. After the object is dead the snake 
usually passes its head along or about the body, perhaps to 
get some idea of the siz% but more likely to find the situation 
of the head~ at which part it almost invariably starts to 
swallow. At  this stage there is no saliva on the object i but 
if~ after it is partly swallowed, it has to be rejected on account 
of too great siz% that part of the body which had been in the 
snake's mouth and throat will be tbund to be abundantly 
covered with the saliva poured out during the process of 
swallowing. In confinement~ at any rat% it not unfrequently 
happens that objects are thus disgorged after being nearly 
taken down ; and it would seem to be duo to their being too 
larg% the snakes attemptingj through hunger~ to prey upon 
what ordinarily~ in natur% would be left alone. The saliva- 
tion therefore is not the preliminary to swallowing, but the 
result of it. 
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The operation of swallowing, which in all snakes is very 
considerably prolonged, becomes slightly modified in the con- 
strictors owing to the use of the folds of the body in holding 
the prey, so that they are enabled to push their jaws more 
easily over it. As in these forms there is generally a greater 
disproportion between their size and that of the objects 
swallowed than in other kinds, this hand-like action of the 
coils of the body becomes of importance. 

q_heir anterior teeth, too, are stronger and more recurred 
than in other non-venomous snakes, and are directly of use in 
securing a firm hold of their prey, and thus in allowing the 
coils of the body to be thrown with certainty and lightning- 
like rapidity around the object ere any act of defenee can 
take place. Animals with strong and sharp teeth, such as 
the peccary and tile capybara, would make but short work of 
the slender neck of the snakes were they not rendered perfectly 
helpless by the enwrapping coils at the very instant of 
semure. Thus secured, any movement or struggle on the 
part of the prey is only met by a tighter clasping of the 
coils of the snake, nor are they relaxed until all breathing has 
ceased, the cessation of the respiratory and circulatory move- 
merits being easily detected under the tight clasp. Even 
niter the death of the object the tightening of the coils about 
it can, by artifice, be at once brought about by the slightest 
disturbance of the body, even at the very time of uncoiling 
prelimir~ary to swallowing. 

There is a natural dread of these great water-serpents 
among all native people ; but attacks on man by them would 
seem to be of very rare occurrence, and only one instance has 
ever come directly to my knowledge. In this case a boy 
washing rice in a calabash by the waterside of one of the 
large creeks was seized by the hand by a medium-sized snake, 
and it would perhaps have terminated fatally but that the 
boy's father, who was chopping wood close by with a cutlass, 
at once despatched the reptile. From the circumstances of 
the case it is very likely that the attack was accidental. In 
tile characteristically dark-coloured water of the creek it is 
hardly possible that the boy could have been seen by the 
snake. The probability is that the sound made by the cala- 
bash in the water was mistaken for that of some animal 
drinking, and the attack made accordingly. This seems more 
likely still from the fact that there was not the immediate 
coiling around the boy so characteristic of the attack of these 
creatures, and it is probable that if the boy had been able to 
keep still and allow of the withdrawal of the long curved 
teeth, the snake would have sunk again from sight. 
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The above explanation may seem a fanciful one, but it is 
hardly possible that, under the abundant opportunities for tile 
favourable attack on man by these water-boas under local 
conditions, there should not be many cases known if man 
were not naturally exempted. The fear of being seized by 
these reptiles~ which deters so many timid people from bathing 
in the creeks and rivers, is no doubt natural enough, even if 
such seizure may only happen by mistake ; but the chances 
of danger are so infinitesimalj that they are hardly worth 
regarding. 

Unlike the other boas, but like water-snakes and vipers 
generally, the anaconda is ovo-viviparous. The eggs are 
retained in the body until the young are fully developed and 
able to look after themselves. I t  seems to be generally 
thought that the young are hatched out in tile body of the 
parent, and crawl forth themselves; but to judge from what 
has been observed in other ovo-viviparous snakes, this is not 
really the case. The egg-membranes are complete and un- 
broken at birth, and the young break through after extrusion. 
This was certainly the case in three separate instances observed 
by the writer--two in tile rattlesnak% and one in the closely- 
allied labarria--in each of which more than twenty young 
ones were thus brought forth. No doubt at the time when 
the young are sufficiently developed and are ready for birth 
their wriggling movements induce their extrusion, but the 
eggs are strictly not hatched till afterwards ; and the young 
can be seen closely coiled inside the transparent membranes 
until they disrupt them and crawl about. 

I t  may possibly be the ease at times that the adults are 
placed under conditions not suitable for the bringing forth of 
the young, and that the latter are then retained until they do 
actually crawl out ; but in the light of the three instances 
above quoted~ this can hardly be regarded as strictly natural. 
That unfavourable conditions do modify the breeding-habits 
of snakes is~ of course, well known, and a case in point may 
be given from the egg-laying Aboma (Epicrates). A speci- 
men which was brought to the Museum some years ago in a 
closely nailed box was observed at the time to be laying, a 
few eggs being found in a corner of the box, of which two 
are still preserved in spirit. The snake was placed in a large 
wire eagebopen to light on all sides--together with a set of 
reptiles~ which included four land- and water-boas~ a Teguexin 
lizard~ and an iguana. Some six months afterwards the 
Aboma was noticed to have brought forth several young ones, 
which were quite strong and healthy. Whether it was due 
to the change fl'om the dark box to the exposed eage~ or to 
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304 Mr. J.  J .  Quelch on the 

the presence of the other occupants, there was no doubt but 
that the snake had retained the eggs until the young were 
born, and thus departed from its normal habits. This case 
was reported in this journal at the time (' Timehri,' 1890, 
p. 370). 

The sense of hearing in the anaconda appears to be much 
more acute than either sight or smell. On frequent occasions 
when rats have been placed in close proximit, y to the cage. 
not until there was a squeak from them did the snakes begin 
to move about from one part of the cage to another, as though 
seeking them. And even when the rats have been placed 
inside the cage, the snakes have often seemed unable to 
detect their position unless they have come actually in contact 
with them. The slightest touch, however, is generally suffi- 
cient, not simply for the grasping of the prey by the teeth, 
but for a rapid coiling of the body, independently, at whatever 
part the touch may take place. In this latter way Teguexiu 
lizards have sometimes been grasped while moving about 
(after having been in the same cage for months or years), 
being mistaken, by contact, for the rats whose squeak had 
been heard. 

It would appear that this acuteness of hearing, as compared 
with sight, has been brought about by the conditions of life in 
the water, in which sound would play a very large part in 
notit~cing the approach or presence of animals. In the land- 
and tree-boas, as in snakes generally, the sense of sight is 
much more acute. 

Sight no doub b even in the anaconda, must be of great 
importance, since the recollection or remembrance of sur- 
roundings would presumably depend on this faculty. A 
noteworthy example of this may be given in the case of a 
small specimen of about 8 feet, which, when placed on the 
Museum floor while its cage was being cleaned, after a time 
ibund out and occupied a dark recess--where it was entirely 
hidden from observation--some distance away, and reached 
by a circuitous route between the exhibition cases on the 
floor. More or less time was occupied in finding or reaching 
the shelter at first, but after a little while the snake invariably 
made tbr this place as soon as it was taken out of its exposed 
cag% and it was always found coiled up in the furthest 
corner from the light. This was the regular procedure for 
more than two years, until the cage was moved away into 
another room. But the most striking feature in the matter is 
that now, four months after the transference, it is stilt able 
to remember the shelter and the way to it from its former 
position. 
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Boa- Constrictors of British Guiana. 305 

Before leaving tile subject of the anaconda, it is perhaps 
worthy of mention that, among many of the common people, 
there seems to be a belief in the efficacy of the oil obtained 
from its fat for the treatment of rheumatic and such-like 
pains, just as there is also in the ease of the fat of the electric 
eel. The shocks from living electric eels are equally believed 
in by the East-Indian immigrants as curative of such pains. 

Very different in appearance from the water-boa is tile 
common land-boa or land-camoodie (Boa constrictor). The 
body is crossed by a series of purplish or reddish-brown irre- 
gular or biconcave saddles, connected at the sides and enclosing 
between them lighter oval or irregular patches, which are 
usually emarginate in fi'ont and behind. Along the sides, 
arranged transversely, there are elongated or oval purplish 
patches with lighter centres. The head, too, is much more 
angular and wedge-shaped, and the scales on top are extremely 
small and fine. 

The general colouring is very variable in this species, 
whether the individuals be young or old, being at times very 
dark and intense, and at others quite pale, independent of the 
brightness and iridescence which always accompanies exuvia- 
tion. These are the snakes usually taken for performances 
in menageries and circuses ; but it may be doubted whether 
they are as suitable for the purpose as the water-boas, which, 
when regularly fed and supplied with water, are altogether 
more quiet and sluggish. 

The largest specimen of this snake taken in the colony to 
my knowledge measured just over 14 feet; but much larger 
are said to occur, a length given by one bushman being 
26 feet. As the latter specimen, however, was not secured, 
the apparent size may well have been considerably larger 
than the actual. Snakes of from 8 to 12 feet are not of 
common occurrence, but they are occasionally met with. 
Smaller specimens are more common. 

It is somewhat curious that this is the only species which 
in confinement has ever, to the writer's knowledge, directly 
attacked other snakes. Accidental cases of the swallowing of 
one boa by another, as recently happened in the Zoological 
Gardens of London, are well known to be due to the fact of 
two snakes attempting to swallow the same object. Such an 
attempt will very ti'equently be witnessed among young 
snakes in general when they have not been fed for some time, 
and, in fact, almost invariably happens where several 
specimens are kept together, in the cases referred to, 
however, the attack was direct. In one, as reported in this 
journal (c Timehri/1887, p. 133), a young boa of 3 feet in 
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length attacked a large yellow-tail (Spilotes cora{s) of 8 feet 
and attempted to constrict it, but was eventually defeated and 
swallowed by tile yellow-tail. In another, also narrated in 
this journal (' Timehri,' 1890, p. 371), young specimens of 
another boa--the Aboma (Epicrates)--were attacked and 
swallowed. In these instances there was no attempt at 
swallowing the same object, there being no food in the cage. 
That the two occurrences were unusual would certainly seem 
to be the case, however, for other land-boas have frequently 
been kept with other snakes without any such result. 

In this, as well as in other species, the chief differences in 
habits from those of the anaconda arise from the difference 
in their habitat. Though the land-boas are frequently found 
by the waterside, they are seldom, if ever, actually in the 
~'ater. They secure their prey on land or among the branches 
of trees, and are as truly arboreal as terrestrial. Tile hollow 
trunks of trees, or the sheltered corners between their but- 
tresses, are favourite places of resort ; but while seeking their 
prey these snakes take up more advantageous positions, such 
as on the low bushy growths or decayed stumps by the banks 
of the creeks and large rivers. Though they are at times 
encountered in open daylight, they are chiefly nocturnal, as, 
in fact, is the case with the group of snakes as a whole, and 
they are much less frequently met with, therefore, than the 
general reader would suppose. A t~rtile imagination no 
doubt pictures the tropical forests teeming with snakes and 
other noxious forms, but the reality is far otherwise. 

The Aboma or Ringed Boa (Epicrates cenchris) has already 
been referred to. It will readily be recognized by the bright 
ruddy-brown colour and the series of large, thin, black irre- 
gular rings along the back. The sides are marked with 
dark blotches having lighter areas within. The neck, as in 
the water-boa, is but slightly thinner than the head, which is 
thus not distinctly wedge-shaped as in the preceding species, 
and the scales along the lips are slightly depressed~ forming 
shallow pits. 

The vividness of the iridescent tints of this snake in sun- 
light, more especially when it has just east its skin, is alto- 
gether indescribable, and in the path of sunlight the curving 
bcdy presents a continuous series of rainbow-tinted gleams. 
Out of direct sunlight it is quite sombre, giving no indication 
of remarkable brillianc% and it would be difficult to imagine 
that any such change could take place. 

The habits of this species are practically the same as those 
of the common land-boa. The size to which it attains, how- 
ever, appears to be much less, a length of 12 feet being quite 
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exceptional. They are found much more frequently in the 
forest districts than in the open lands. 

The three remaining boas--species of Corallus--are very 
sharply marked off from the preceding forms by the deep 
labial pits, which are distinguishable at a glance. The most 
striking of the three is the green tree-boa (C. caninum), 
which, as in the case of young anacondas, frequents the low 
bushy growths by" the riversid% on which, owing to their 
colour, it is very difficult to detect them. 

The prevailing green colour of the back is varied by a series 
of white mosaic mottlings re'ranged transverse to the body, 
giving to the species a very characteristic appearance. In 
young specimens, at any. rate, the colour seems to be very 
variable, the green often giving place to bright red, the white 
mosaic being the same. In the writer's experience no small 
green specimens have ever been met with in the colony, while 
young red ones are fairly common. On the other hand~ no 
large red individuals have ever been seen, only the green 
ones. In preserved specimens, in which the tints have been 
more or less lost, the red and green examples are almost 
indistinguishable; but while the red colour is quickly 
destroyed and tile specimen becomes quite pale, the green 
lasts quite brightly ibr a very long time, more especially in 
spirits. In life, however, the difference in colom" is most 
remarkable. 

Throughout the colony generally this form is often con- 
founded with the green labarria, the enlarged anterior 
maxillary, teeth being mistaken by the ignorant for poison- 
fangs. The structural differences, however, are very great, 
while the very noticeable white markings along the back will 
at once distinguish this non-venomous species from the 
Crotaline form. 

Among the Carib tribes this snake is known by the name 
14~-o-Tomoi. It is termed by them a '~ bad " snake, and 
possibly this refers to the severe gashes which it can inflict 
with its long teeth. 

The two remaining species of Corallus very closely 
resemble each other in their general form. They are elon- 
gated and slender, much more so than the other boas, and the 
neck is sharply constricted~ giving a triangular shape to the 
head. The body is marked by alternating series of trans- 
versely elongated dark brown or purplish blotches, often 
enclosing paler spaces ; and on each side of the head, behind 
the eye, is an oblique dark brown streak. 

]n the commoner species (C. ]wrtulanum) the ground- 
colour is a pale brownish grcy~ and the head is marked by a 
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dark streak in the middle and by two at the sides, one passing 
along each eye ; while the blotches along the body are sub- 
rhomboidal and more or less clearly defined from each other. 

In the other species (C. Cookii) the ground-colour is much 
more yellowish, the head is more irregularly mottled or 
marbled, and the blotches on the body are m,mh more variabl% 
being less distinctly defined and separated. Size for size, too~ 
the scales are less numerous than in the former species. 

In their general colouring both these snakes are very much 
like the venomous labarria, and, in fact, are often mistaken 
for it by colonists, generally, the elongated anterior teeth being 
confounded with true poison-fangs. 

Time after time the commoner species has been brought to 
the Museum under the name of the venomous Crotaline snakes, 
even the native Caribs being deceived by their appearance. 

They are both terrestrial and arboreal, and are most fre- 
quently met with on the low stumps or the fallen trunks of 
trees close to the riverside. In their movements they are 
the most rapid of all the boas, and they seem to be much tess 
sluggish than their congeners. The commoner species has 
frequently been kept in the Museum cages, but~ without 
exception~ they have remained wild and untamed, if one may 
use the expressicn--in marked contrast to the other boas~ 
.whiclb. under ordinal'), conditions, can be handled with 
impunity. 

Ll] . - -On the Arach~ida taken in the Transvaal and in 
Nj/osaland by ~llr. W. Z. Distant and ]_)r. 19ercy Rendall. 
By R. 1. POC0CK. 

Order SCORPIONE8. 

Family Scorpionid~. 

Opisthophthalmus glabrifrons, Peters. 
Opistko2hthalmus #labrifrons, Peters, Mon. ]3erl. Ak. 1861, p. 514. 
Loc. Pretoria ( W. L. Distant). 
Hitherto not known from the Transvaal, but recorded from 

l~lashunaland, ~yasaland, and " Caffraria." 

Opistho2hthalmus Tugnax, Thor. 
OTisthoThthabnus pugnax, Thor. Act. Soe. Ital. Sei. Nat. xix. 13. 282. 
Loc. Pretoria ( W. L. Distant). 
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